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i,'' systern was used for the evacuation and introduction of the gases.

Desiccators of I. D. 160 rnrn. were used as containers for the a.c-
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Results frorn exposures of the panels to single gases and

n:ixtures of gases showed the retarding effect of carbon dioxide and the

accelerating effect of oxygen on filiform growth. Nitrogen was found

to have no significant effect in the course of ,corrosion. For retarda-

tion by carbon dioxide , 5o/o a.ppeared to be the minirnum percent

concentration for rnaxirnurn effect. The effect of oxygen on corrosion
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rates was investigated. The results shorved that in general the rates

increase with increasing oxygen concentration up to 50To and then

leveled off. Rates of corrosion for the eight differently coated panels

were also determined. It was concluded that the corrosion rates of

the panels exposed to air were extrernely Low. Structtrre and nature

of the filrns seerned to play an irnportant role in governing the perfor-

rnance of filiforrn corrosion.
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THE EFFECT OF OXYGEN, NITROGEN AND CARBON DTOXIDE ON
FILIFORM CORROSION

INTRODUC TION

Filiform corrosion is a filarnent type of corrosion of rnetal

rnaterials. It is usually observed when rnetals coated with various

organic filrns are exposed at a relative hurnidity range of 60-95olo.

This type of corrosion was descriptively narned by Sharrnan (11).

Several characteristics of this type of corrosion distinguish it frorn

ordinary corrosion Filliforrn corrosion grows in definitely defined

filaments; the growing filarnent has a defined rrheadrr ranging in color

frorn light green to blue; a sharp V shape boundary distinguishes the

head from the long thin filament or I'body'r which has, in rnost cases,

a rust color; the blue head contains a gel like fluid and the filarnent

body is a dry stable corrosion product; and these filaments seldorn

cross each other. When a growing filarnent strikes an old filiforrn

track, it either bends and grows continuously in a different direction

or it'rdies.tt Van Loo (I7) and his collaborators have observed that

if the active head of one filiforrn rneets the inactive body of another,

it is deflected in its direction of growth. 'W'hen two filiforrn heads

rneet, they blend and proceed as one.

Observations show that filiforrrr growth is the result of an elec-

trochemical process. Osrnotic action is also indicated as essential

to the growth of filiform (15). This particular type of corrosion has

aroused interest not only for practical reasons but it supplies a
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a possible means of understanding the basic rnechanisrn of corrosion.

van Loo, Laiderrnan and Bruhn (17) have observed filiforrn

corrosion not only under various organic coatings on iron and steel,

but also on tin-, gold-, silver-, and phosphate substrates withorganic

coatings. The nature of the coating has no particular effect on this

kind of corrosion. Filiforrn will grow under organic filrns when they

are forrnulated below the critical pigrnent volume concentration (1)'

It has also been reported that filiform growth can occur on surfaces

carrying no lacquer or other organic coatings. In a rnechanisrn

proposed by Van Loo (17) and his collaborators, an anodic area is

forrned which lifts the filrn off the surface of the rnetal. Air and

rnoisture pass into the area and a solution of ferrous hydroxi.de is

formed which then changes on oxidation to ferric hydroxide. The

growth of filiform continues as the result of the developrnent of an

oxygen concentration gradient between the head, which contains less

active oxygen, and the filarnent body.

A study of filiforrn corrosion induced by different salt nuclei,

for exarnple sodiurn chloride, arnrnoniurn sulfate, arrlrnoniurn chloride

and calciurn sulfate, at various hurnidities was conducted by Preston

and Sanyal (9). The start of corrosion by nuclei, according to the

authors, follows the adsorption of water vapor on the surfaces of the

salt nucleus forrning a saturated solution which corrodes by the elec-

trolytic process. Filiforrn corrosion rnoves forward through the



repeating process of pit forrnation, swelling and escape of anodic

fluid.

Sirnilar work has also been done by Kaesche (6) in Gerrnany.

The results of his investigations, again by induction of salt nuclei--

a quick and positive way of activating the growth--, showed that the

average diarneter of the individual corrosion filarnents increased

with atrnospheric rnoisture. The average filarnent width increased

with paint thickness. Kaesche also observed that very wide filarnents

proceed over srnaller ones. In the rnajority of cases, the filarnent

length increased linearly with tirne, that is, the rate of growth was

constant. An exposure of rnetals to nitrogen was also perforrned by

Kaesche. The observed filarnent, in this case, had a short, wide

and irregular body and a green head with the characteristic V-shape"

The length of the head seerned particularly short cornpared to its

width; in addition, the corrosion products in the filarnent were alrnost

black cornpared to the reddish brown rust color which is norrnal fon

ordinary filiforrn corrosion. There were only sporadic deposits of

corrosion on the surface of the rnetal sheet. The strong effect of

the partial pressure of oxygen was seen irnrnediately.

A general explanation of the process, according to Kaesche, is

that the V-shape phase boundary between the head and solid corrosion

products of the rust filarnent is a reaction zone at which divalent iron

is oxidized to trivalent iron and is precipitated rapidly as the dry
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hydroxi.Ce. The bottom of the filarnent head is a second reacti.on

zon€, '"vhere the rnetal surface is actually attacked and where divalent

rron goes into solution.

A ljttle earlier work by Slabaugh and Grotheer (15) on filiforrn

corrosi,-rn established anodic and cathodic areas on the surface of the

r-netal. The electro-potentials that exist between the anodic and

cathodic areas were rneasured. It was shown that the blue head is

always anodic in character corrrpared to the rest of the surface of the

exposed metal" The growing head of the rust filarnent is a tiny cor-

rosion ce11 which, according to the authors, contains an anolyte of

approxirnately 40% solids. The cell fluid has a pH of about lZ ar,d

the presence of Fe(II) ion and the absence of Fe(III) ions was indicated.

The forrnation of a ceI1 by disengaging the filrn frorn the rnetal,

according to Slabaugh and Grotheer, is a result of osrnotic action.

The driving force of thi.s type of corrosion is controlled by the

osrnotic action in the growing cell and the rnodification of the ceIl

fluid.

Since a cornplete theory of filiform corrosion has not been

developed it would seern that taking a different approach rnight give a

deeper insight into the rnechanisrn of this type of corrosion. Thus,

the present work is prirnarily concerned with the effect of different

cornponents of the atrnosphere on the rate of growth of filiforrn. It is

assurned that the noble (or inert) gases present in the atrnosphere
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would have no irnportant effect on the process of filiforrn growth, not

only due to the extrernely srnall percentage of these gases present brlt

also to the fact that they are inert chernically in almost all cases.

With this assurnption, therefore, this study involr'es the exposure of

eight steel panels coated with different organic coatings to rnixtu.res

of only three atrnospheric gases; narnely oxygen, nitrogen and carbon

dioxide , at a constant relative hurnidity.



LABORATORY STUDY OF FtrLIT'ORM

Experirnental methods

A. Filiforrn growth under a single gas constituent

A vacuurn desiccator of I" D. 160 rnrn. was chosen as the con-

tainer for the following several reasonsl the vacuurn desiccator can

withstand the atrnospheric pressure when evacuated; with proper

Iubrication this closed container provides a sealed system for a

reasonably long period of tirne; it perrnits observation during the

course of filiforrn growth; and most of aII, it provides a convenient

rneans for controlling the arnount of gases used.

A saturated solution of potassiurn bisulfate was placed in the

bottorn of the vacuufil desiccator. This saturated potassiurn bisulfate

solution provided a constant relative hurnidity of. 86% at a ternperatune

of 20oC. It was solidified by placing the desiccator in a dry-ice bath

in order to rninirnize the water vapor present during the process of

evacuation and introduction of gases. The solidification required

frorn 90 to 120 rninutes to be cornpleted. Oxides of sulfur evolved

frorn the solution and their effect on growth of filiforrn will be dis-

cussed later. After solidification was cornpleted, the desiccator

plate was placed in the vacuurn desiccator above the solution. During

this tirne and throughout the charging process, the vacrrurn desiccator



was kept in the dry-ice bath. Eight Ir! x 3'r test panels of steel were

coated; on one side (back side) with alkyd filrn of equal filrn thickness,

and on the other side (front side) with eight different ki.nds of fii"rns of

various filrn thickness listed in Table I. These eight test panels,

prepared in the laboratories of the Arnerican Can Cornpany! were

placed, in the sequence listed in Table I, in the vacr.rurn dessicator

at an upward angle of approxirnately 60o to the desiccator p1ate.

They were positioned a short distance apaxt from each other in a

circular fashion around a petri dish as illustrated in Figure I and trI.

The desiccator was well sealed with Apieson M grease.

An all-glass vacuurn systern (see Figure III), constructed with

auxiliary cornponents, including a firercury safety trap, mercury

rnanorneter and high-vacuurn stopcocks lubricated with Apieson N

grease, was used for the evacuation and introduction of gases into

the desiccator.

Ahose extended frorn valve A (see Figure III), which was open

throughout the process, to the side arrn of the lid of the closed

vacuurrl desiccator containing the test panels. The vacuurn desiccator

was opened to the vacuurn systern. The entire systern, including the

desiccator, was then evacuated. After the vacuurn was rnaintained

for a short period of tirne, valve B (see Figure III) was turned off.

The entire systern was then filted with the intended gas to atmos -

pheric pressute through valve C (see tr'igure III)" Valve C had been
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connected previously to the gas source by rneans of rubber tubing,

The air present in the rubber tubing connecting valve C and the gas

source was elirninated by reevacuation. (Note: after this reevacua-

tion, there will be no air present in the rubber tubing. ) In a few

rninutes, the system was again evacuated. This flushing process--

filling and reevacuation--was repeated three tirnes to elirninate ar:y

undesired gases present in the systern. The systern was once more

evacuated and after valve B was turned off, the systern was filled to

nearly atrnospheric pressure with the gas through C. The desiccator

was closed off and removed for observation of filiforrn growth at

roona ternperature.

A series of four exposures of the test panels, each under a

different gaseous atrnosphere conducted according to the above des-

cribed procedure, are listed in Table II-1. The exposure under

ordinary air was conducted by sirnply having the test panels accorn-

rnodated in the closed desiccator as,illustrated in Figure I and II.

B. Filiform growth under atmospheric rnixture of two gases

The above experirnental procedure was repeated until a

vacuum was obtained after flushing three tirnes with one of the two

gases. The entire systern was then filled, through valve C (see

Figure III), to one half atrnosphere of one gas" Both valve C and the

desiccator were shut off and the systern was evacuated. The flushing
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process was repeated and the systern was filled to atrnospheric

pressure with the second gas through valve D (see Figure III).

Because of the pressure gradient established, the gas diffused into

the desiccator when it was reopened to the systern, resulting in a drop

in total pressure. Simultaneously as the desiccator was opened to

the systern, the second gas was let in through valve D. The desic-

cator was immediately closed off when the reading again reached

atrnospheric pressure. The desiccator was rernoved for observation

of filiform growth. Table II-2 shows the series of four exposures to

various rnixtures of two gases. Experirnents were carried out at

roorn temperature.
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Filiforrn corrosion in a single gaseous atrnosphere

Relative hurnidity - -86%

Duration of exposure--35 days

I. Filiforrn growth in ordinary atrnosphere (see Photo I)

Most of the surfaces of the eight organic coated panels stored

in ordinary air, as shown in Photo I, were free frorn the attack of

corrosion. Corrosion was greatest on the vinyls-3 and 4 and the

oleoresinous - I coated panels.

Microscopic exarnination showed in all cases that even though

the corroeion filaments were short, they generally retained the

characteristics of filiform but with green heads. The heads found on

the phenolic-2, vinyl-3 and the hydrocarbon B-8 were unusually long,

that is, the length of the head was long in cornparison with the width

of the head, having a U-shape boundary instead of a V-shape.

Z, Filiform growth in O, atmosphere (see Photo II)

Kaesche (5) pointed out an indication of strong effect of the

partial pressure of oxygen in his experirnent of nitrogen atrnospheric

exposures of metals. Thus, it would be expected that under an

oxygen atmosphere, the rate of filiforrn growth would be high.

Indeed, rusting on the surfaces of the panels appeared the very next
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day after the beginning of the experirnent. Generally, the beginning

of corrosion does not coincide with the observed rusting, but cornes

earlier. The ahnost irnmediate start of corrosion is strongly

indicated. The attack of corrosion on the surfaces of the panels was

enorrnous. It was unexpected that the panel coated with hydrocarbon

B-8 was practically free from corrosion attack except for a few

scattered rust spots on the surface, indicating a possible protective

effect of this particular fikn.

The rust filarnents, in general, were long, thin, and defined

with colors ranging frorn light to mediurn brown. The heads, charac_

terized by a pronounced v-shape boundary, were observed to vary

frorn green to blue in color.

3. Filiform growth in CO, atrnosphere (see photo III)

It is widely known that growth of filiforrrr on coated rnetals,

when previously exposed to an acidic atrnosphere und.er a favorable

corrosion condition, is activated. It is to be expected that corrosion
l

attack on the panels stored in co, atrnosphere would be heavy

because of the highly acidic property of the gas.

The experirnental results, illustrated in photo rrr, were dis_

tinctly different in that the panels were only slightly attacked with a

few scattered deposits of corrosion.

The corrosion spots definitely possessed the typical character-
istics of filiforrn, narnely, a filarnent-like body, although short and
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irregular, together with a green head having a less pronounced V-

shape bor:.ndary.

The effect of the partial pressure of- O, is noted here; in

addition, the neutral or negative effect of the partial pressure of

CO^ on growth of filiforrn is also indicated.
L

4. Filiforrn growth in N, atrnosphere (see Photo IV)

In agreement with Kaeschets finding (5) that filiforrn growth

under N, atmosphere developed only sporadic deposits of corrosion

on the surface of the exposed rnetal sheet, sirnilar results were

obtained in this exPosure.

The observed brown filarnent bodies were short, irregular,

and wide. The shape of the heads seerned distorted or flattened out.

The boundary which distinguishes the head frorn the body was clearly

observable, however instead of retaining a V-shape, it curved into

an arc. The length of the head, as Kaesche (6) pointed out, seerned

particularly short cornpared to the width of the head'

A number of circular green spots, seerningly heads, yet with

no apparent filarnent bodies attached, were noted (observed both on

the Oleoresinous-1 and hydrocarbon A-7 coated panels)'

Not until 20 days after the beginning of the experirnent was

corrosion definitely observabte. It would be reasonable to conclude

that the filarnents were short because they were forrned late. This

is also supported by the possibility that the green circr:.Iar head-like
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spots were forrned when the panels were taken out to be exarnined.

In support of Kaeschets view (5), the above exposures posi-

tively indicate that the partial pressure of oxygen has a strong effect

on filiforrn growth.

Filiforrn growth in a rnixtr-lre of two gases

Relative humidity - -860/,

Duration of exposure--35 days

I. Filiforrn growth in a rnixture of CO, and N,

It has been previously shown that the rate of filiforrn growth

was slow under a nitrogen atrnosphere and a carbon dioxide atrnos-

phere, therefore, the corrosion rate under the rnixture of these two

gases would expectedly be 1ow a1so. In fact, the attack of corrosion

(see Photo V) on the panel surfaces was even lighter cornpared to

that under a separate exposure to either carbon dioxide or nitrogen

atrnosphere.

A cornparison of Photo III, IV and V shows that there was

relatively rnore corrosion on the oleoresinous and phenolic coated

panels both in carbon dioxide atrnosphere and nitrogen atrnosphere

than on an exposure to a rnixture of the two gases. The panels were

practically free frorn attack of corros'ion when exposed to the rnix-

ture. The alkyd-S, epoxy-6 and hydrocarbon B-8 coated panels

were also free frorn corrosion and the vinyls-3 and 4 and hydrocarbon
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A-7 were slightly affected.

The exposures showed the characteristics of filiforrn althougtr

they were irregular, as previously discussed.

z. Filiforrn growth in a rnixture of co, and air (see photo vr)

rt is shown that corrosrion attack on the eight panels was rnuch

red*ced even in the presence of oxygen, which arnounts to approxi-

rnately ZlTo in the cornposition of air" This experirnental result is

corrparable to those under an exposlrre to carbon dioxide, nitrogen or

the rnixture of these two gases. (see photos trrr, rv, v and vr)

Definite spots of corrosion were observed five days after the

beginning of the experirnent on both the phenolic-z and the hydro-

carbon A-7 coated panels. By the cornpretion of the experi.ment

however, the corrosion filarnents had not grown to any appreciable

extent indicating that either the rate of growth was row or retarded.

Because of the chernicarly inert property of nitrogen gas, it is

believed that carbon dioxide would be the factor contributing to the

reduction or retardation of the growth of filiforrn. The observed.

corrosion possessed the characteristics of filiforrn with sorne irre-

gularitie s.

3- Filiforrn growth under a rnixture of N, and oa (see photo vrr)

rt was expected that nitrogen would have no effect on growth of

filiforrn due to its chernical inertness. This is verified by the

results which showed that the attack of corrosion on the rnetal paneJ-s
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in this exposure was aknost cornparable to that under an oxygen

atrnosphere (see Photo II and VII).

Frorn the experirnental results, it is concluded that nitrogen

does not affect the growth of filiforrn corrosion either positively or

negatively. It is noted that cornosion filarnents grovm in the presence

of high concentrations of oxygen were 1ong, defined and distinet; in

addition, the heads are generally blue in color with a pronounced

V-shape boundary.

4. Filiforrn growth in a rnixture of Orano CO, (see Photo VIII)

With the introduction of carbon dioxide into the exposure systern

corrosion on the panels was rnarkedly decreased even in the presence

of high concentrations of oxygen. The strong effect of the partial

pressure of oxygen shown in th-is series of exposures, as was also

noted by Kaesche (5), helps to point out that this experirnental result

could only indicate that the partial pressure of carbon dioxide appar-

ently affects the growth of filiforrn either by reduction or retardation"

Observations showed that corrosion spots were apparent on the

hydrocarbon A-7, oleoresinous-1 and phenolic-2 coated panels on the

third day after the beginning of the experirnent. On the sixth day,

rust spots were noted on the panels of vinyl-3 and epoxy-5 film

coating. At the cornpletion of the experirnent, there was no rernark-

able progress in the growth of corrosion, again indicating the effect

of the partial pressure of carbon dioxide on the growth.
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The 1ong, defined and distinct corrosion filarnents disappeared

in this case, with cnly irregular filiforrns observed.

Two exposures of the panels to air under the sarne experirnental

conditions as previously described, only in a different container,

were conducted. A glass rod was attached across the upper part of a

1000 rnl. suction filtration flask with Apiezon W. By rneans of glass

hooks, panels were suspended frorn ttre glass rod directlv above the

saturated potassiurn bisulfate solution inside the container. The

panels were so situated that they do not contact each other.

Photo IX shows panels that were previor:.s1v exposed to the

vapor over a llo acetic acid solution for a period of 60 rninu.tes prior

to exposure to 86To relative hurnidity. The attack of corrosion on ttrre

panels was quite intense with the exception of the hydrocarbon B-8

coated panel which showed r:nly a few scattered rust spots.

The acid activation by pre-exposure to acid solution, aceording

to Van Loo (17) and his coworkers, is not essential for filiforrn

growth; neither the concentration of acid nor the period of exposure

is critical.

Photo X shows panels that were stored under ordinary air wi.th

no previous exposure to acid soh.ltion. Corrosion on these panels

(stored in the suction filtration flask) was cornparatively heavier

(see Photos I and X) than that on the panels stored in the desiccator

in the sarne experirnental environrnent over equal period of exposure
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tirne. The difference of arnotlnts of corrosion suggests that the

srnalLrrr the volurne of the container, the easier the condensaticrn

vi/ater vapor on the rnetal surface, Ieading to a greiater rate of

corrosion.

Filj.forrn corrosion at various concentrations of CO^

A series of tests, in which the eight coated panels were ex-

posed to vari.ous concentrations of carbon dioxide under constant

partial pressure of oxygen, were carried out. Cornposition of the

gaseous rnixture is given in Table III.

This was conducted to further support the observed retarding

effect of carbon dioxide, and in addition, to deterrnine the effective

range of concentration of the gas. The previously described pro-

cedure for evacuation and introduction of gases was again employed

here with the exception that a LZ crn. capillary tube was introduced

between the ail-glass-vacuurn systern and the container to rninirnize

the possibility of back-diffusion.

Observed corrosion rates, in general , were low. There was a

significa.nt difference in the arnounts of corrosion between the lfo and

5To c'axbon dioxide exposures. Corrosion $ras greatly reduced at and

beyond the 5o/o level but was still appreciable at the 1/o 1eve1"

In attempting to narrow dourn the range of concentration and

of
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also in the hope of finding the rninirnunl percentage of the gas for the

rnaximum effect of retardation of filiforrn growth under the specific

corrosion.conditions, a series of exposures at Z, 3, and 4T, wexe

conducted. This investigation showed that in each case the amor:.nt

of corrosion was still appreciably rnore than that in the 5% case.

This indicates that under such specific conditions, 5% is the effective

rninimurn percentage of carbon dioxide for retarding the growth of

filiforrn. Photos XI and XII are shown as exarnples of this series of

exPosures.

The pH of the active head would be an irnportant factor in

understanding the rnechanisrn of carbon dioxide interaction with the

corrosion process. Therefore, a piece of rnoistened pHydron

paper was pressed on the corroded surface of,the panel for a period

of approxirnately ten rninutes. rn this rrranner, a pH of about g has

been obtained frorn five of the eight panels in the l{o case. This pH

value is actually exceeded in the cell , because ln ord.er to measure

the cell pH, it is necessary to dilute it sornewhat to perrnit it to corne

into contact with the indicator paper.

The retarding effect of carbon dioxide will be further discussed

later.
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Rate of filiform corrosion at various concentrations of oxygen

Relative hurnidity - -86To

Duration of exposure--30 days

It is known and has been shown in the prelirninary tests of this

investigation that oxygen definitely accelerated the growth of filiforrn.

It appears that an increase in the concentration of oxygen should also

increase the rate of corrosion, that is, a directly proportional rela-

tionship between the two could possibly exist and rnight be established.

To show that this would be the case, the following tests were per-

forrned.

A previous trial to deterrnine the rate of corrosion by tracing

the filarnent growth was unsuccessful. By rneasurernents of the

initial and final weights of the various panels, the weight increase

due to corrosion during the exposure can be deterrnined. These

weight incrernents would be indicative of the corrosion rate of the

individual coated panel if one assurnes equal corrosion rates on the

back sides of all the panels.

Cornpositions of gaseous rnixtures for this series of exposures

are shown in Table IV. Weight incrernents over the period of 30

days under the previously described corrosion conditions are given

in Table V. The data showed that sorne of the weight gains were

extrernely srnall. In fact, corrosion filarnents were seen on the
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panel surfaces, yet there was no gain in weight. Apparently, sorrle

of the data obtained were within experirnental error, rnaking the

lnea sur errrents que s ti onable.

However, by examining the arnount of corrosion on the panel

surfaces in the various oxygen concentrations, together with the

weight incrernent data, it appears that the corrosion rate increased

directly with increasing concentration up to 50% and then started to

leveI off. Photo Xrrr is shown as an exarnple of this effect.

It is certainly a good possibility, although not definite, t}rat 5OTo

rnight be the optirnurn percentage of oxygen for the highest corrosion

rate under the described conditions for these fikns.

Data obtained for hydrocarbon B in Table v are actually rnis-

leading. Photo Xrv shows evidence that rnost of the panel surface

exposed to the various concentrations of oxygen rernained unattacked"

Rate of filiforrn corrosion at 500/o OZ---50% Nz

Relative hurnidity - -86%

The set of exposed panels were rernoved, weighed and. restored

to the corrosion environment at randorn tirne intervals. The experi-

rnental error of gas cornposition introduced due to restore the sarne

corrosion condition is + 0.01%. The weight incrernents with tirne

are given in Table vr. Figures rv and v show the plot of the data.
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The appearance of the lowering of corrosion rate at later

times is probably due to the presence of the corrosion products

covering the surface as a protective film. The rates appear to be

constant during the earlier part of the exposures. The data from

the weight increments of corrosion are in the microgram range

which is highly subject to random error. The fact that they are

consistent as shown by the smooth curves of the plots in Figures

IV and V indicates that the error introduced is systematic to the

extent that it may be valid in indicating the relative rates of cor

rosion for the various films. The conclusions, however, will only

be tentative ones.

Rate of filiform corrosion under air

Relative humidity--86%

Table VII shows the weight increments due to corrosion with

time. The weight increases were hardly measurable and the data are

erratic. This indicates that the rate is extremely low under such

conditions.
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SUMMARY OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

It has been repeatedly shown that the observed corrosion

generally possessed the characteristics of filiforrn. The observed

length and width of the corrosion filarnents vary. The color of the

filarnent bodies was, in the rnajority of cases, reddish-brown which

is norrnal for filiforrn. The heads vary frorn light green to blue in

color. Irregularities of filaments were noted in occasional cases.

It is concluded that there is no apparent effect frorn nitrogen

gas on the growth of filiforrn.

As rnentioned earlier, oxides of sulfur were present in a srnall

arnount in the systern due to the use of potass'iurn bisulfate solution.

Preston and Sanyal (9) found, in their studies of filiforrn corrosion

with salt particles, that steel sheets were ,on1y rernotely corroded

when exposed to various atmospheres in the absence of sulfur dioxide;

however, corrosion becarne very severe in the presence of this gas.

The authors thus concluded that sulfur dioxide activates the growth of

filiform. However, even with the presence of sulfur dioxide in the

system, which would account for the slight difference in results frorn

that reported by Kaes.ghe (6) in the experirnent of N, atrnospheric

exposure, the eJfect of the partial pressure of. CO.- upon the growth

of filiforrn is still prorninent. This is supported most strongly by the
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exposure of panels to a mixture of O, and CoZ, including the trace of

sulfur dioxide (see Photo VIrr). A cornparison of the series of expo-

sures containing COZ to those not containing the gas (Photos II, ilI,

IVr V, VI, VIII) clearly and definitely illustrates this retarding effect.

For retardation by carbon dioxide , 5lo appeared to be the rnin-

irnurn percent concentration for rnaxirnurn effect. The effect of

oxygen on corrosion rates was investigated. The results showed

that in general the rates increase with increasing oxygen concentra-

tion up to 50To and then level off. Rates of corrosion for the eight

differently coated panels were also deterrnined. It was concluded

that the corrosion rates of the panels exposed to air were extrernely

low.
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DISCUSSION OF' EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

Filiforrn retardation by CO,

\rfith the limited experirnental data, an attempt to formulate a

cornplete theory would be premature at this stage. Tests perforrned

here did not cover a wide range of conditions. The experirnental

results noted above, however, together with the experirnents and

consideratione of other authore perrnits a general explanation of the

observed phenomenon of filiforrn corrosion.

Under ordinary circumstances of filiforrn corrosion with no

prorninent effect of carbon dioxide, the rnechanisrn is believed to

involve the following reaction scherne.

(l) I'eo - 2e + Fut*

(zl ziH+ + 2e *H,

(3) tr'e*ZHZO + Fe(OH)r*rz

(4) H2 * t/Z Or* HzO

(5) 2r'e(OH)Z+L/ZOz + FerO, z}i.ZO

It has been ahown, however, frorn this series of investigations

that exposures containing higher concentration of carbon dioxide

dernonstrate reductlon of growth of filiforrn. The suggested rnech-

anisrn associated with tJrie retarding effect of carbon dioxide is as

f oIIows:
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-L -l-(6) Fe--+Co; + x Hzo + Fecor*xHro

(7) 2 FeCO, + I/?, OZ* x}i.rO + FerO, . x HrO + ? COz

It is seen that when carbon dioxide is not involved in the corro-

sion process, Fe(II) can be oxidized directly to Fe(III). With larger

amount of carbon dioxide present, f'e(II) goes through the forrnation

of carbonate first and then being oxidized to the ferric state. This

interrnediate forrnation of carbonate could explain the retarding

effect.

Hackarrnan, Glenn (5) and the Soward, Hackarrnan tearn (16),

in their study of the corrosion of metals, identified that ferrous car-

bonate was a reaction product in all cases where carbon dioxide was

employed. It is assumed with the above rnentioned investigators that

carbon dioxide dissolves in the solution of the ceIl in the forrn of

carbonic acid. (This ceII is forrned as a result of disengagernent of

the film frorn the rnetal surface due to osrnotic action (15). The car-

bonate ion then combines with the ferrous ion in the cell solution

according to equation (5) yielding ferrous carbonate as a solid

product.

At high acid concentration, under a carbon dioxide atrnosphere,

the rnetal sustains rapid attack initially. The initial rate rnay be high

enough, in fact, to cause rapid and relatively large increase in pH of

the solution in the cell. The pH increase should affect the nature of

the solid product forrned. That is, the ferrous carbonate produced
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should come out of solution (4) as very srnaIl particles because of

rapid precipitation. Fine particles are capable of close packing on

the surface of the rnetal giving a dense, relatively irnperrneable filrn.

Such a film is capable of retarding the diffusion of the corrosion fluid

to the rnetal surface, thus lowering the corrosion rate.

Rate of filiforrn corrosion

It has been assurned by rnost investigators that oxygen, in fili-

form growth, has a dual function. It is believed that hydrogen, pro-

duced as in equation (3), forrns a protective film on the surface of

the rnetal. Oxygen plays an irnportant role in the oxidation of hydro-

gen to water according to equation (4) and thus, opens up the filrn to

expose the rnetal surface for the attack of corrosion. Oxygen, how-

ever, also serves to oxidize ferrous hydroxide to the hydroxide or

hydrated oxide of the ferric state, which is the end product of corro-

sion. It is this irnportant step that helps to continr:.e the growth.

It is easy to see that, as the concentration of oxygen increases,

the corrosion rate will be expected to increase accordingly. It is

shown experirnentally that this accelerating effect of the gas reaches

a rnaxirnurn point ot 50% and frorn then on, any excess oxygen does

not affect the rate to any appreciable extent. In other words, once

the necessary concentration of the gas to perrnit the rnaxirnum cor-

rosion rate is reached, the excess gas present has no further effect,
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and the rate remains approximately constant.

At concentrations above the optimum point, one might consider

that the rate of oxidation of Fe(II) to Fe(III) would be so fast that it

would stop the growth and lower the rate. This would be because the

fast oxidation would "kill" the head before it had a chance to survive,

much less grow. This apparently is not the case as the rate beyond

the optimum point simply levels off instead of becoming lower.

Experiments have shown that acids activate the growth of fili

form. This is attributed to the acceleration of the dissolution of iron

into the solution of the cell. From the previously shown reaction

scheme, it is seen that the formation of ferrous hydroxide as in

equation (3) is dependent on the rate of dissolution of iron and the

oxidation of itself to hydrated ferric oxide. The process of oxidation

converts hydroxide of iron from ferrous to ferric state and simultane

ously accelerates the rate of dissolution of iron because of the re

sulting decrease of cell pH. Certainly, this would be considered the

main feature in the course of corrosion. Thus leads to the suggestion

of the possibility that the formation of ferrous hydroxide is the rate

determining step in corrosion and that the maximum rate is reached

at a concentration of 50% oxygen under all the previously described

conditions.
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The effect of organic filrns on filiforrn

For the corrosion of organic fikn coated metals under the exper-

irnental environrnent of single gas and rnixture of gases, factors like

permeability, solubility and porosity of the filrns certainly play very

irnportant.roles in the process of filiforrn.

It has been shown (10) that permeability constants for the

I'permanent gasesrr like O2, N2, and CO, are independent of pressure

and for water vapor increase with increasing pressure, depending on

the nature of the filrn.

The behavior of HrO is anornalous and is cornplicated by the fact

the solubility and the diffusity are highly pressure dependent, parti-

cularly at high humidities. At constant pressure, therefore, both the

solubility and diffusity of water should not be affected to any appre-

ciable extent except by the nature of the fi1rn.

It is evident that trrle size of the diffusing gaseous rnolecules will

af.f.ect the diffusion constant (D). It is found in practice that D

decreases with increasing rnolecular diarneter. For this reason, D

decreases ordinarily in the series Or, N, and COZ.

At ordinary conditions, solubility of the gases in water

decreases in the order aOr, Or, and Nr, i,e. carbon dioxide is the

most soluble of the three; and solubility is dependent on the partial

pressure of each gas.
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Davis (3f has found that, in general, the perrneability of rnater-

ials increases in the serie" NZ, Or, and COr, Lovegren and Feuge

(7), in studies of permeability of acetosterin products to QOr, OZ,

and N, observed that variation in filrn thickness had no significant

effect on the constant while the perrneability constant of water vapor

increases as the thickness of the filrn increases. These workers also

found that perrneability increases in the series Nr, Or, and COrat a

given ternperature, in addition, the presence of water vapor has

practically no effect on the permeability constants.

Shock and Sudbury (12) pointed out that the quantity of carbonic

acids in water depends on the solubility of the gas. Wrere sufficient

or comparatively unlimited gas is availabler pr€ssure and ternper-

ature are the chief controlling factors of the corrosive gas concentra-

tion in the water phase. The concentrations of gases dissolved in a

liquid increase with rising partial pressures and decrease with

increasing ternperature. The effect of water vapor pressure on the

perrneability constant was shown by Lovegren and Feuge (8). They

showed that the higher the pressure of water vapor, the greater the

pe rrneability c onstant.

FinalLy, Brabaker and Karnrnerrreyer (2) conclude that the

change of permeability with ternperature ranging from 2Oo-4Oo C is

essentially unpredictable. Not only does the perrneability vary to a

different extent for different filrns or different gases, but it also rnay
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increase, rernain essentially unchanged or decrease. pore volurne

distribution of the eight organic filrns were deterrnined by the rneans

of adsorption - desorption isotherrns of water vapor (13). A11 eight

filrns exhibited adsorption- desorption hysteresis with the de s orption

curve positioned above the adsorption curve in all cases. The conse-

quence was attributed to be chiefly the result of capillary condensa-

tion.

It has also been found (14) tfrat, of the eight organic filrns, the

vinyls oleoresinous, and alkyd filrns are arnong those consistently

absorbing the least rnoisture. There is also reasonable evidence that

the ternperature has little or no effect on the arnount of water vapor

adsorption. It is further indicated that the vinyl filrns are the least

porous of the group studied.

From the aforementioned experirnental facts and considerations

of other investigators, it is highty suggestive that the perrneability

and diffusity of these gases are solely dependent on the nature of the

filrns. Also variation of the thickness of the filrn would only affect

the perrneability of water vapor but not the gases.

Tab1e VIII and IX have been reproduced for cornparison of

Table Vn VI and VII in an atternpt to correlate the known inforrnation

with the observed perforrnances of filiforrn corrosion in this investi-

gation.
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Experirnental results frorn this study showed that the perfor-

rnance of filiforrn corros:ion for the eight organic filrns vary slightly

frorn the order shown in Table VIIr, in that the vinyls and the oleo-

resinous and hydrocarbon B are consistently the highest for the

forrner and lowest for the latter in corros'ion rate, while the rest

vary. The order of rates of the filrns is also given in Table VIII"

The order of corrosion rates frorn this study was observed to be, in

general, as 6hown for all the exposures.

It is noted that an interesting relation between the corrosion

performance, nurrlber of active sites, and pore size distribution of

the various filrns is quite significant. For.instance, with a difference

in nurnber of active sites but approxirnately equal pore radii, there is

a trernendous difference in perforrrances between the vinyls and the

hydrocarbon B. However, with approxirnately the sarne nurnber of

active s:ites but a difference in pore radii, the corrosion rate for

oleoresinous is rnuch higher cornpared to that of the hydrocarbon B

which has been repeatedly shown to be the lowest in rate of thern all.

There can be no definite conclusion drawn, but it is indicative

that the higher corrosion rate for the vinyls is attributed to the

chloride group which is apparently very active for filiforrn growth

while the srnaller pore radii of the oleoresinous filrn play an irnpor*

tant role for the difference of performance in the latter case. It is

conceivable that the nature of the filrn and also its porosity are the
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rnaior factors in controlling the perforrnance of filiforrn corrosion.

rt is very interesting to note that under favorable corrosion

conditions, it seerns that the srnaller the pore radii, the longer are

the corrosion filarnents. This also is indicative of the relationship

of the forrn of corrosion to pore radii of the fi1rn.

The extent of. CO, effect on trrle different filrns would be expected

to be different and certainly the effect of the partial pressure of. o,

would vary with varying filrns. It is found (7) that for acetostearin

products, perrneability to orand N, are rnuch srnaller than that to

co . The actual process by which gaseous molecules rnigratez

through the film is not known for certaip. Also the effect of each gas

on the other in a rnixture in the diffusion process through the filrn has

not been investigated. Certainly much more work needs to be done

before a complete theory of filiforrn corrosion can be derived.

The fluctuation of ternperature was srnall and would have no sig-

nificance in this investigation.
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No.

Table I

Specifications of the Eight

Applied'W'eight
Type rng/+rnz

Organic Filrns

Free Filrn
Thickness x 104 in

I Oleoresinous
Z Phenolic
3 Vinyl (heavy)
4 Vlnyl (light)
5 Alkyd
5 apoxy
7 Hydrocarbon A
8 l{ydrocarbon B

3. 1

3.5
4.0
z.z
3. I
3.8
3.4
3.5

Total Percentage

zz
T7
Z6
13
ZZ
T7

I8
z0

Table II

Cornposition of Mixtures of Air, COZ, N, and O, in Percent

Atrnosphere

1.

No. Gas

I
2
3

aL]f
oxygen
carbon dioxide

r00
100
100
1004 nitrogen

z.
No. Mixture of Gases

Total Percentage
ocoZZ Air

I

z

3

4

Nr' co,
Air , CO,
oz' Nz

o2, col

50

50 50

50

50

50

50

50
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No. of
Experirnent

Table III

Composition of Mixture of Co, N, and O,

in Percent Atrnosphere

Cornposition of gaseous rnixture

Nz oz CO,
Total atrnospheric

percent

1

?
3

4
5

6

7

49
48
47
46
45
35
25

50
50
50
50
50
50
50

1

z
3

4
5

15
z5

roo Eo

roo Eo

L00 o/o

Loo %
10q %
Lo} o/o

100 a/o

Table IV

Cornposition of Mixture of. O, and N, in Percent Atrnosphere

No. of
Experirnent Cornposition of gaseous rnixture

Nz oz
Total atrnospheric

percent

r95
280
365
450
535
620

5

z0
35
50
65
80

Loo %
too o/o

100 o/o

Loo o/o

L1o o/o

r00 %
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TABLE V

Weight Increments of Corrosion in Grams of the Eight Inorganic Film Coated Panels at
Various Concentrations of 02

Duration of Exposure - 30 darrs Relative Humidity - 86%

o2
Conc.

(1) (2) (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8)

5% 0.0001 0.0003 0.0004 0.0006 0.0004 o. od 0.0002 0. ooo3

20% o. ooo3 0.0002 0.0003 0.0004 0.0003 0.0006 0.0003 0.0001

35o/. - 0.0009 0.0006
50% 0.0001 0 0.0014 0.0012 0.0001 0. ooo5 0.0019 0. oo09

650A - 0.0010 0.0005
80% 0.0001

TABLE VI

Weight Increments of Corrosion in Grams of the Eight Organic FiIm Coated Panels to an

Exposure of 8Oo/o oZ---5O% N, with Time
Relative Humiaitv 86%

(1) (2t (3) (4) (s) (6) (7) (8)

o. oo17 0.0006 0.0001

No. of
davs

000
0.0001 0.0005 0.0002 0.0013 0.0023 0.0010 0.0009 0.000s

9 0.0007 0.0011 0.0008 0.0026 0.0039 0.0074 0.0016 0.0011
t3 0.0009 0.0013 0.0012 0.0032 0.0044 0.0034 0.0017 0.0011
L6 o. oo10 0. 0015 0. 0014 0. 0035 0. 0047 0. 0037 0. 0018 0. oo12

2L 0.0013 0.0018 0.0020 0.0044 0.0053 0.0049 0.oo22 0.0015
25 o.oo13 0.0019 0.0023 0.oo47 0.0054 0.0053 0.0023 0.0015
30 0.0015 0.0023 0.0027 0.0055 0.0057 0.0061 0.oo27 0.0017
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TABLE VII

Weight Increments of Corrosion in Grams of the Eight Organic Film
Coated Panels Under Exposure to Air

(8)(7)(6)(s)(4)(3)(2t(4tNo. of
davs

0.0001 0.0002 0.0002

0.0001 0.0001 0.ooo1 0 0.0002 0.0002 0. oo02

L3 0.0001 o.ooo1 0.ooo1 o. ooot 0 0.0002 0.0002 0. ooo2

16 o. oool 0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0 0.0004 0.0002 0. ooo2

2l 0.0002 0.0002 0.0003 0.0002 0.0001 0.0005 0.0002 0. ooo4

25 o. ooo3 0.0002 0.000s 0.0002 0.0001 0.0005 0.0002 0.000s

32 0.0004 0.0002 0.0007' 0.0002 0.0001 0. 000s 0. 0004 0. 0006

37 0.0004 0.0002 0.0007 0. ooo2 0.0001 0.000s 0. 0004 0.0006
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Table VIII

Pore Radii and Filiforrn Perforrnances
Eight Organic Coatings

Range of Maxirna
Pore Radii A

of

Coatings
Filiforrn Corrosion

Perforrnrrr"" *

Frorn
Reference $5)

Frorn
This Study

1.. Oleoresinous
?,. Phenolic
3, Vinyl (heavy)
4. Vinyl (light)
5. Alkyd
6. Epoxy
7. Hydrocarbon A
8. Hydrocarbon B

o

Rating 8 = best perforrnance
| = poorest perforrnance

Upper lirnit undetected.

19
T6

50- 80
60- **

zz
z0
ZO

70

7

5

I
Z

6

4
3

8

6

8

t
2

3

4
5

7
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TABLE IX

B. E. T. Data Derived from Water Vapor Adsorption Isotherms of Films Removed from Tin
Plate by Electrclysis

Film
Temp.
co

P/Po at 0

-1

Wrn No. of acti.ve
mg/c sims/gx 10-2o

Oleoresins

Phenolic

Vinyl (heavy)

Vinyl (light)

Atkyd

Epoxy

Hydrocarbon A

Hydnrca$on B

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

26

0.32

o.26

o.32

o.37

0. 34

0. 25

0. 33

o. 3s

3.76

9, 07

1. 16

L,4L

5.29

6.02

7.95

3. 36

10. 5

30. 3

3,9

4,7

t7.8

20. L

26. 5

Ll.2

3.3

t2.o

6.4

5.5

3.3

15.0

3.9

5. 1
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Filiform Corrosion
Stored in

Photo I

of the Eight
Desiccator

Tirne Exposed --- 35 days

Organic Filrn Coated Panels
Under 100% Air

Relative Hurnidity --- 860/o

(3)(z)(l )

(8)(5) (6) (7)
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Photo II

Filiforrn Corrosion of the Eight
Stored in Desiccator

Tirne Exposed --- 35 daYs

Organic Film Coated Panels
Under l}0olo Oz

Relative HurniditY --- 860/o

\.

(4t

(5) (5) (7) (8)
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Photo III

Filiforrn corrosion of the Eight organic Film coated panels
Stored in Desiccator Under 100% CO^

Z

Time Exposed --- 35 days ReLative Hurnidity --- 86%

lzl(l )

(5) (6) (7) (8)
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Photo IV

Filiforrn Corrosion of the Eight Organic Film Coated Panels
Stored in Desiccator Under 100% N'z

Tirne Exposed --- 35 days Relative Hurnidity --- 86To

(3)(1) lzl

(5) (7)
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Photo V

Filiforrn Corrosion of the Eight
Stored in Desiccator Under

Tirne Exposed---35 days

Organic Film Coated Panels
50To COz - -- 50% Nz

Relative Hurnidity --- 85%

(1)
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Photo VI

Filiforrn Corrosion of the Eight Organic Film Coated Panels
Stored in Desiccator Under 50To COZ --- 50% Air

Tirne Exposed --- 35 days Relative Hurnidity --- 860/o

(zl (4)(3)I1)
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Photo VII

I'iliform Corrosion of the Eight Organic Film Coated Panels
Stored in desiccator Undet 50To OZ --- S0% NZ

Tirne Exposed --- 35 days Relative Hurnidity --- 86To

(4)(3)(1)

(e)
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Photo VIII

Filiforrn Corrosion of the Eight Organic
Stored in Desiccator Under 50% O,

Film Coated Panels
___ S0o/o COZ

Tirne Exposed --- 35 days Relative Humidity --- 86%

(1)

(5)
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Photo IX

Filiform Corrosion of the Eight Organic
Stored in Suction Filtration Flask Under
Activation)

Filrn Coated Panels
l00o/o Air (Acid

Tirne Exposed --- 35 days Relative Hurnidity --- 860/o

(1)
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Photo X

Filiforrn Corrosion of the Eight Organic Filrn Coated
Panels Stored in Suction tr'iltration Flask Under 100% Air

(No Acid Activation)

Tirne Exposed --- 35 days Relative Hurnidity --- 86%

(3)(21(l) (4)

(5) (6) (7) (8)



Photo XI

FlLlFORll CORROStOttt OF vtNyL(4, F|LI COATED pAitELg AT VARIOUS

CONCENTRATIOil OF CARBON DIOXIDE IN PERCENT ATUOSPHERE

t5c+32 ?stt

lJl
(.,irlEXPOSED AT 86T RELATIVE HUI4IDITY



FILIFOR}I CORROSIOiI OF HYDROCARBOII-B FILT COATED PA]IELA AT YARtOt'8

COilCE}ITRATIOTI OF CARBON DIOXIDE IN PERCENT ATTOSPHERE

hr-- -.-..

rt 25t5

PHOTO XII

AT 88T RELATIYE HIJTIIDITY
ul
o\EXPOSED



FI LIFORM CORROSION
Photo XIII

OF VIN YL(4I FILM COAT E D PANELS.AT VARIOUS

CONCENTRATIOII OF OXYGEN IN PERCENT ATMOSPHERE

ffi
65

l
503C 80a5 20

EXPOSED AT 862 RELATIVE HUMIDITY

(rl
-t



Photo XIV
FILIFORM CORROSIO]II OF HYDROCARBON.B FILM COATED PAI{ELs, AT VARIOUS

CONCEilTRATIOTI OF OXYGEN IN PERCENT ATMOSPHERE

20 50 80

EXPOSED AT 86T RELATIVE HU}IIDITY

I
30 65

(rr
@




